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EDITOR'S COMMENT
Welcome to the Q3 edition of the Martin
Aircraft newsletter.
Series 1 manned testing is now well advanced
and partly due to the rigours of the unmanned
test programme, Chief Test Pilot, Paco Uybarreta, has been able to take to the skies without
incident and immediately begin setting and
pushing out the boundaries of the flight envelope. Our main feature takes a look at the initial
manned flights of the Series 1 Jetpack and our
leadership message this month from Director
of Test Operations, John Guy, comments on
the achievements of the whole Martin Aircraft
team to get the company to this point.
This edition also includes an interview with
Martin Aircraft’s RPAS pilot, Andrew Jackson.
We often get asked how long we think it will
take for a market for the unmanned version
of our Jetpack to develop. Andrew’s belief is
that a market already exists and that there
are already a significant number of potential
customers who could benefit from a heavy lift
UAV. You can read more of his thoughts in the

Heavy Lift UAV – is there a commercial case?
article.
We hope you enjoy this issue.
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Leadership Message

THE PATH TO MANNED
FLIGHT STATUS
Director of Test Operations, John Guy, looks at the bigger picture surrounding what it takes to get an aircraft to manned flight
status.
I gladly jumped at the opportunity to write this
edition’s Leadership Message. It’s with great
pride that I share the news of the successful
first manned flights and initial envelope expansion of our Series 1 Experimental Jetpack.
It was a long and steady effort to get to this
point.
As is often the case with these types of effort,
it starts with an engineer and a test pilot jotting
down on a piece of paper a few basic requirements and sketches of what the next aircraft
might encompass based on previous prototypes, testing and experience. After working
through a disciplined process that incorporates the whole company, including admin
staff, marketing, production, maintenance,
design and test operations, the test pilot and
the flight test team get the honour of performing the actual flights.
But make no mistake, it is truly an iceberg
where the part above the water is the highly
visible flight testing but the bulk of the iceberg
under water represents all the hard work done
by the whole bigger team that makes first
flight possible.
The primary objective of first flights are to fly
the aircraft in a small envelope to check out
the basic airworthiness of the aircraft and then
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bring the aircraft back safely. Basic airworthiness includes reviewing whether the flight
controls are controlling the aircraft in the way
we expected. It answers questions such as
does the engine and duct system provide the
thrust we expected? Do the avionics control
the aircraft properly and provide the expected
feedback to the pilot? Once these questions
are answered, we start to work on envelope
expansion, which is where we start to push the
speed and other parameters out.
For the Jetpack, this takes place in all directions - forward, backwards, sideways, and up

and down. For example, after the initial flights,
the aircraft was pushed out to the basic 40
km per hour speed envelope of the Series 1
Jetpack.
The current Jetpack is an evolution of all the
Jetpacks that came before and the test rigs
that supported it. The Prototype 12 Jetpack
provided some of the most significant early
manned and unmanned flight test data as to
how these types of aircraft fly. The Prototype
13 Unmanned Flight Controls Testbed was
utilised to evolve the current flight control
system and flight control laws.
The Prototype 14 Unmanned Jetpack enabled
us to verify the total aircraft systems and engine integration. The Thrust Test Rig was used
to evolve the control vanes and flight control
servos technology. The E-Bird and Software
Integration Lab (SIL) were utilised to evolve the
flight control and avionics software. Now it is
the turn of the Series 1 Jetpacks, which will be
utilised to evolve to the certifiable commercial
aircraft that will be ready for market entry.
This is not a new process to the aviation industry. It’s the same process used by the Boeings
and Airbus’ of the world. But in the case of
Martin Aircraft, it is a scaled down/right sized
version of the process with a few new twists.
Martin Aircraft is on the forefront of utilising
unmanned aircraft to reduce manned flight
test risk. Some of this methodology has been
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done by other companies in the past but not to
the extent, and with the pre-intent, that Martin
Aircraft has.
So where to next?
The first step is to carry out more Jetpack
envelope expansion in terms of altitude, airspeed, temperature, centre of gravity envelope, increased weights, wind speed, takeoff/
landing surfaces, and on-aircraft testing of
the parachute recovery system. We will then
move into initial operational evaluations with
our launch customers and eventual Jetpack
users. The initial operational evaluations will
see the Jetpack push out from the confines
of our traditional test sites into environments
and conditions more representative of where
customers will fly.
The configuration of the aircraft will grow in
maturity as we add some finishing touches
that will make the operation of the Jetpack
more efficient and pull more certifiable representative components forward to reduce risk
for the next certifiable Jetpack. Our manned
and unmanned test pilots, along with the
engineers, will explore the bounds of what
advanced Jetpack flight means. We have only
had a glimpse of the new types of manoeuvres a VTOL ducted fan aircraft will be able

to perform. It will be similar in some ways to
airplanes and helicopters yet different in many
other ways. The Jetpack is a truly amazing
aircraft to fly and it will only get better.
All of this will be done side-by-side with our
counterparts at the New Zealand Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA). The build-up for first flight of
the Series 1 Jetpack saw the beginnings of
the close relationship that exists among other
quality aircraft builders and aviation authorities
in the rest of the industry. This relationship will
help to minimize surprises and disconnects
when it comes time to provide that highly
valued certification paperwork that will allow
Martin Aircraft to sell the Jetpack commercially.
Thanks again to the whole team for all those
long hours, creative ideas and perseverance
that got us to first flight. Special thanks to
the families of the Mums or Dads who didn’t
make it to that football practice or a music
recital during the last year and a half. And a
final thanks to our shareholders without whom
none of this would be possible. Thank you for
your vision and trust in this ground-breaking
technology.

John Guy
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IN BRIEF
Updates and Events

Industry Engagement
keep test aircrew more disciplined and safety-conscious during any type of test operation – whether
its post-maintenance of certified aircraft or flying
experimental prototype jetpacks.”

Educational Outreach – photo of Paco with Captain Ashok Poduval, CEO of Massey University School of Aviation

Chief Test Pilot Paco Uybarreta found time in his
busy test flying schedule to deliver a seminar on
an Introduction to Experimental Flight Testing at
Massey University in August.
The talk attracted an excellent turnout of approximately 70 people including Massey University faculty staff and students, several RNZAF Base Ohakea
senior officers and pilot instructors, and members
of the Royal Aeronautical Society - New Zealand
Division. Paco was also hosted to an extensive tour
of the Palmerston North campus and their flight
centre.
"It was a great audience and I thoroughly enjoyed
my time at the university", comments Paco, "Our
relationship with the university has gotten off to a
great start and we hope to be able to continue this
educational outreach programme between Martin
Aircraft Company and Massey University in the futurecross-organisational training relationship to help
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TICKET TO RIDE
PACO GETS GO FOR
FLIGHT

The huge success of the unmanned flight test programme has
meant Chief Test Pilot Paco Uybarreta can take to the air with
confidence as manned testing begins.
Paco Uybarreta, Martin Aircraft Company’s
Chief Test Pilot, is wearing a bright orange
flight suit. While this has raised more than
one set of eyebrows around the office in the
past few weeks, today as he stands against
the darkness of the Series 1 Jetpack ready for
take-off, the “why” is obvious. If something
goes wrong today he wants to be found. And
he wants to be found quickly.
Yet despite these precautions Paco is extremely calm. An experienced test pilot, he’s
used to putting his life in the hands of the
team that stands behind the aircraft. He trusts
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the engineers and designers who tell him how
they expect the Jetpack will perform, the production team who has put the aircraft together
and the test team who have set the boundaries for the flight and who are in control of the
parameters.
"I reasonably trust the engineering and manufacturing team because I'm an aerospace
engineer intellectually and understand their
technical language and challenges, while
also representing the end-user customer
operational pilot,” explains Paco. “We have a
world-class technical team doing something

amazing for the first time. I trust but verify and
validate. We take calculated risks. My job is
to bring engineers the data back to validate
our design, models and build, and to bring the
Company its aircraft back.”
The test team has set up its mobile control
room including systems to monitor the aircraft
and a robust communications network. As
well as capturing the data to feed back to the
engineers, these play a vital role in informing
the team of any anomalies while the Jetpack is
in the air.
Flight Test Engineer Tim Dutton is in charge of
the testing programme for today. He explains,
“The team keeps in constant touch with Paco
via radio to direct his manoeuvres and to
ensure we can bring him back safely in to land
if the aircraft shows any signs of developing
issues. When the aircraft is in the air, we clear
Paco to perform each item on our test cards
as briefed before the flight. This is so we can
progress through the test programme in an
incremental and controlled fashion.”
With the test team is place, Paco is receiving
some last-minute insights from Andrew Jackson, Martin Aircraft’s RPAS Pilot. Jackson has
been flying the aircraft unmanned for some

time and has intimate insight into how it handles in the sky. He and Paco have been talking
extensively since the first unmanned flight, but
there is always that bit extra to add.
“This is the first time worldwide that anyone
has refined the handling qualities of an aircraft
remotely and then handed it over for manned
flight,” comments Jackson. “Doing it this way
is safer for the pilot, reduces the time needed
for manned testing and is ultimately a lot less
expensive than a full manned test programme.
Part of my job is ensuring that Paco has as
much information as I can possibly give him
before he undertakes the first flight.”
With everything in place, the engine starts and
Paco lifts slowly into the air. Due to the experimental nature of the aircraft, Paco is limited
to flying 5 metres above land and 25 metres
above water, so after a short hover over land
while he gets a feel for the controls, Paco
heads out over the lake. As per the test plan,
he works his way through the briefed manoeuvres before returning the aircraft precisely to
the landing pad after 7.5 minutes.
Paco has flown the Prototype 12 Jetpack and
has been flying extensively on the simulator.
This, together with Andrew’s input has given
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him a solid idea of how the aircraft will fly. But
how does this compare to the reality of flying
the Series 1?
"The previous P12 and simulator flying experiences, as well as Andrew's P14 remote pilot
insight, are all useful, but the Series 1 manned
pilot handling qualities are significantly different in every axis and task from each and all of
these,” Paco answers. “Series 1 handles generally better than P12 and quite differently from
the simulator due to unavoidable fidelity deltas. The manned pilot control loop, cues and
risk environment will always be different from
a remote station (barring a true virtual reality
first person interface). P12 flying, consistent
simulator training, and consistent A160 and G2
aircraft training have all been absolutely critical in successfully piloting the current aircraft.
However, the Series 1 Jetpack is just different.
Being immersed in the Series 1 pilot-vehicle
interface development (i.e. pilot control and
displays), as well as my USAF Test Pilot School
and broad piloting experience and training,
were equally critical to me.
“At the USAF Test Pilot School, a vital distinctive core competency is providing test pilot
candidates with "diverse aerospace vehicle exposure," continues Paco, “which is in part why
I've piloted over 45 different aircraft throughout formal test pilot training, actual flight test
programmes and operational flying assignments. Experimental test pilots must be ready
to handle novel air vehicle handling qualities,
human factors, performance and tasks - and
constantly train and adapt to different piloting
challenges as we carefully and scientifically
explore the unknown. That's why you'll find me
flying aerobatic planes, light helicopters, simulators, and jetpacks as much as practical, and
with exploratory purpose. I try to keep mixing
it up as I always have, staying comfortable at
being uncomfortable as an experimental test
pilot flying new aircraft for the first time."
For the test team the first flight has demonstrated the basic controllability of the aircraft
with a man on board. “Initially it is not about
how high or high fast the aircraft can go,” says
Dutton. “We know from unmanned testing, for
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example, that the Jetpack can fly well beyond
the estimated 40kmph but exactly how fast it
can go is not a top priority. We are testing to
validate our models and predictions, compare
data to our results from unmanned testing and
establish a safe set of boundaries within which
the Jetpack can operate and to which we can
return the aircraft should any irregularities
occur.”
“The primary objective of any first flight is to
allow the test pilot to get familiarised with the
aircraft "feel" in order to prepare to safely approach and land,” says Paco. “There are often
other test data objectives, but "getting a feel"
to safely "prepare to land" is paramount. I first
got up into hover and started to "sample" pilot
input-to-aircraft responses so to get a "feel". If
I do this, this is what happens. How much, how
little, how fast, how slow. All in a small, smooth,
controlled, coordinated, and disciplined manner. No surprises, do only what's on the test
card, and as cleared by the control room.”
Feedback from the first flight allows the test
team to confirm its basic assumptions and
feed the information back to the engineers,

who are constantly tweaking the design of the
Jetpack, ensuring continual improvement as
the company moves towards a commercial
aircraft. On site, it also allows the test team to
make minor adjustments to the aircraft before
a second flight is undertaken.
These minor alterations having been made,
the Jetpack refuelled and the data reviewed
a final time, Paco is up in the air again. The first
flight has given him good insight into the handling qualities of the Jetpack. Was everything
absolutely perfect in terms of the aircraft characteristics? “Not exactly,” smiles Paco. “But did
everything respond as expected? Yes. Was I
comfortable to proceed with subsequent flight
testing immediately afterwards? Yes. But only
to the extent of the briefed test cards and the
larger technical test engineering team's quantitatively data-based comfort levels. That's
the way it should usually be, and that's how it
went."
For the second flight the test team is concentrating on expanding the boundaries of the
aircraft.
“As an experimental test pilot,” says Paco,
“in a way I help show the engineering and
manufacturing team what they have done, as
well what my test team and I have done up
to this point during the developmental saga.
The vision, passion, people, processes, problem-solving, meetings, drawings, models,
analysis, simulations, ground testing, time,
stress, fear, hopes, and so on - of an entire
company - manifest in the flight testing of the
prototype aircraft. We have a smart, diligent,
and principled design, build and test team. It's
always an honour, privilege, and responsibility
for me, and test pilots like me, to flight test an
aircraft as we continue to gradually push out
the boundaries of human flight. Is development all done? Nope. Are we going in the right
direction? Yes."
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HEAVY LIFT UAV
IS THERE A COMMERCIAL
CASE?

One of the frequently asked questions we
receive at the Martin Aircraft Company when
people look at our Jetpack flying unmanned is
why you would need a Jetpack when you could
put a camera on a drone for a fraction of the
price. The answer is you wouldn’t of course. And
while mounting a camera on the Jetpack and
using software to gather data is an option you
may want to add while you’re using the Jetpack
for other purposes, there are a number of scenarios when a heavy lift UAV is not only desirable
but can also play a vital role in an operation. We
spoke to our RPAS Analyst and Operator, Andrew
Jackson, to capture his opinion on where the
market is heading for heavy lift UAVs.
What is a heavy lift UAV?
Generally the market looks at “heavy lift” UAVs
as being able to carry anything from 5kg to over
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25kg. This is simply because there is very little
out there in the commercial space that can
carry above 25kg, although these are starting
to emerge. At Martin Aircraft Company we look
at any UAVs up to around 35kg payload as medium lift options. It is only beyond this figure
that we are getting towards what we term
“heavy lift”. So when I refer to “heavy lift”, we
are talking closer to 100kg payload.
Are heavy lift UAVs new to the market?
The military has been using UAVs for some
time that can carry a payload well over 100kg
and in some cases as much as 300kg. These
are usually of a rotorcraft design, and while
their specifications are impressive, this is reflected in the cost, which is usually upwards of
$12 million. The challenge now is to produce a
UAV that makes for an affordable tool for use

loads than just cameras, so there is a whole
sector currently being served by light helicopters for which the Jetpack will be a perfect and
highly desirable fit. And it’s this marketplace
where the Jetpack can really deliver a commercially viable solution.

in military, civil defence, aid work and commercial applications.
The Martin Jetpack in its unmanned configuration is essentially a heavy lift UAV. Are there any
others out in the market?
There are actually quite a number of companies
out in the marketplace who are working on heavy
lift UAVs in various forms from quadcopters and
multirotors to ducted fan designs and various
configurations of these. Most of these companies
claim their products will be able to lift at least
100kgs for 30 minutes and are aiming towards
versions that will be able to lift 300-400kgs. The
reality of this is that most are electric and use
lithium batteries, and battery technology is just
not advanced enough at present to lift these
types of load for an extended period. The Jetpack uses petrol and that gives us 10 times the
power to weight ratio that batteries allow, at least
for the foreseeable future.
Why wouldn’t you simply use a helicopter for
heavy lift operations?
There will always be circumstances where a
helicopter is the better choice but there are a
number of scenarios where UAVs have distinct
advantages over helicopters. For example, it is
extremely expensive to keep a man in the air
safely, so if you remove the manned element,
operations get a lot less expensive. The use of
drones for aerial photography is a good example
of this. Ten years ago, getting that kind of video
required manned helicopters and was incredibly
expensive. When drones came along they solved
that pain point for business and became a multibillion dollar industry almost overnight.

There are also cases where the terrain may
not be suitable for helicopter landings or there
is a need to operate in confined spaces. A
good example is the recent call of the Government of Vanuatu in conjunction with UNICEF
for applications to take part in a challenge
involving cargo transportation in the Pacific Islands. The government faces a lot of logistical
and geographic challenges to deliver vaccines
to children and was looking for RPAS operators to trial delivery across the islands. The
sheer expense of using helicopters instead of
boats and the difficulty of the terrain meant
that an unmanned aircraft would make an
ideal solution.
What are the types of scenario that you see
heavy lift UAVs being used for in the future?
As with any new market, once heavy lift UAVs
start to become commercially available I think
we will see a whole lot of uses that haven’t yet
been thought of. Right now agricultural uses
such as crop spraying are being discussed as
well as military use for the last 30 mile resupply. Of course, a large number of the scenarios
will depend on the current regulations surrounding UAVs in the country in which they
operate but we are seeing markets in certain
countries opening up to meet a country specific need, such as the need for better delivery
services through drones to combat the declining workforce in Japan.
What does all this mean for an unmanned
version of the Martin Jetpack?
It a common misconception that unmanned
aircraft require new or nice markets, whereas
in fact quite the opposite is true. What UAVs
are good at, and why they can be so profitable,
is that they disrupt and absorb existing markets traditionally served by manned machines.
That is good news for us as we have an aircraft
that can already lift an incredibly large payload
for a length of time.

Of course, the Jetpack can lift much heavier pay-
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